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1. 2-3 Faculty seats for Elsevier table team
2. Discussion regarding the dealbreakers and points of emphasis of negotiation.

2. Open access initiatives
   a. Discuss different approaches and business models.
   b. When does it make sense to coordinate consortially or prefer individual participation. Are there tangible benefits to the consortia?
   c. Examples include Reveal Digital, Path to Open (JSTOR), DOAJ, Subscribe to Open, LYRASIS Open Access Community Investment Program (OACIP), etc.
   d. Status of DOAJ renewals through Alliance: resetting the offer with new pricing.
      Beth will send an email out to the group with available details.
   e. Institution review of OA mandates or trends

3. Review of journal package and major eBook deals for calendar year-end

4. Questions for Beth/Laura on fiscal year-end wrap-ups – please send asap!